
Zoo Tv is a traveling creative workshop for children 
and adults mixing puppets and video. He can create 

his puppet and make his cartoon in live.



WHY ZOO TV ?

An pedagogical workshop

Born from the overflowing imagination of 
Fabien Moretti (Atelier Zim, Cie La Mitaine) & 
Arnaud Cassone (Artcraft Visuals), Zoo Tv is 
the fruit of a collaboration combining their 
respective skills in a pedagogical and fun 
project.

The idea is to provide to childrens a free 
creative space, to discover the world of 
puppetry and video while allowing them to 
leave with their puppet and their video on 
social networks

ZOO TV WHAT IS IT ?

An interactive project

Zoo Tv is a project based on interactivity. The 
child has to create his own puppet, explore his 
creativity and, thanks to Fabien’s experience, 
realize his idea in 5 minutes.

Then, he is directed to the video workshop, 
where Arnaud supports him and offers him a 
unique experience of live manipulation on a 
green background. He is led to develop his 
image conception creatively and to make a 
small cartoon of 30 seconds.

A PUPPET WORKSHOP?

A manual activity

Foam, fabric, wood, everything is done to 
realize the idea of   the child. Fabien 
accompanies him from the beginning to the 
end of his creation and helps him to create an 
easily manipulated puppet.

The child will be able to leave with, and 
continue to have fun as much as he likes while 
developing his manual skills.



A VIDEO WORKSHOP?

Real time technology

The device allows to quickly understand the 
functioning of a green background and to 
have fun quickly thanks to the interactivity 
that allows the real-time technologies of inlay 
of special effects.

Several visual universes are proposed, in 
relation to the musical environment and the 
special effects, in order to allow the children 
to immerse themselves and to develop their 
sense of dramaturgy.

AND TECHNICALLY?

A mobile workshop

Zoo Tv is a mobile workshop, quick to 
assemble and disassemble, easy to implement 
in a variety of environments. Festivals, fairs, 
holiday center etc … It requires a socket 16 
amps and a minimum space of 6m x 3m.

It can be declined in several versions, from the 
discovery workshop to a more elaborate 
version, where the children will be brought to 
realize a small short film, from the creation of 
the characters to the scenography and the 
staging.



ZOO TV :: PRICING

Festival workshop  :

The workshop in festival format, about 5 to 10 minutes per child, 
he leaves with 1 puppet and 1 film of 30 seconds.

Per day : 300 € + beg
Travel : 0.3 € /km
Accomodation and meals for 2 persons

Short private workshop :

The workshop in private format, taking care of the group of 
children, creation of characters, scenario and backgrounds, 
staging and dramaturgy, finalization in one day.
Presentation of the film at evening.

1 day  : 500 € 
Travel : 0.3 € /km
Accomodation and meals for 2 persons

Short film workshop :

The workshop in pedagogical format, taking care of the group of 
children, creation of characters, scenario and backgrounds, 
staging and dramaturgy, finalization in 5 day.

5 days  : 2000 € 
Travel : 0.3 € /km
Accomodation and meals for 2 persons



ZOO TV :: RIDER

Minimum requirments :

16 amp electricity
6 x 3 m plane area
Shady area

Installation time : 1 hour


